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aggrandize Add details to.
He hoped to aggrandize himself by dying a hero s death.

amplify
Make multiple copies of (a gene or DNA sequence.
The manufacturers have developed a system of amplifying the radio
signal.

bloat Make bloated or swollen.
The dead man s stomach was bloated.

broad Broad in scope or content T G Winner.
The valley is three miles long and half a mile broad.

diffuse Spread or diffuse through.
Gas is diffused into the bladder.

dilate
Add details, as to an account or idea; clarify the meaning of and discourse
in a learned way, usually in writing.
Her eyes dilated with horror.

distend Cause to expand as it by internal pressure.
Air is introduced into the stomach to distend it.

diversify Vary in order to spread risk or to expand.
New plants will diversify the habitat.

elongate Long in relation to width elongated.
An elongate tail tapering to a point.

enlarge
Add details, as to an account or idea; clarify the meaning of and discourse
in a learned way, usually in writing.
She enlarged the flower beds.

escalation An increase to counteract a perceived discrepancy.
Higher wages caused an escalation of prices.

expand Expand the influence of.
Their business expanded into other hotels.
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expansion A discussion that provides additional information.
The rapid expansion of suburban London.

exponentially By means of or as expressed by a mathematical exponent.
Values distributed exponentially according to a given time constant.

extend Thrust or extend out.
The law was extended to all citizens.

growing
The process of an individual organism growing organically a purely
biological unfolding of events involved in an organism changing gradually
from a simple to a more complex level.
The growing concern over ozone levels.

lengthen Make longer.
In the spring when the days are lengthening.

magnification A magnified reproduction of something.
At this magnification the pixels making up the image become visible.

magnify Increase in size, volume or significance.
Praise the Lord and magnify Him.

pervasiveness
The quality of spreading widely or being present throughout an area or a
group of people.
The pervasiveness of violence on television.

proliferate Grow rapidly.
Cultured cells often proliferate indefinitely.

prolongation Extension of the duration of something.
An agreement on further prolongation of the boundary proved difficult.

propagate Cause to propagate as by grafting or layering.
The French propagated the idea that the English were drunkards.

protract Prolong.
He had certainly taken his time even protracting the process.

spread The fact or process of spreading over an area.
The spread of the urban population into rural areas.

stretch A stretch limo.
There were stretches of boredom.

stretching Act of expanding by lengthening or widening.

swell Excellently; very well.
She felt herself swell with pride.

unfold Extend or stretch out to a greater or the full length.
He unfolded the map and laid it out on the table.
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widen Become broader or wider or more extensive.
The road widened.
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